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Abstract: We examined how ecological and evolutionary (eco-evo) processes in population dynamics could
be better integrated into population viability analysis (PVA). Complementary advances in computation and
population genomics can be combined into an eco-evo PVA to offer powerful new approaches to understand
the influence of evolutionary processes on population persistence. We developed the mechanistic basis of an
eco-evo PVA using individual-based models with individual-level genotype tracking and dynamic genotype–
phenotype mapping to model emergent population-level effects, such as local adaptation and genetic rescue.
We then outline how genomics can allow or improve parameter estimation for PVA models by providing
genotypic information at large numbers of loci for neutral and functional genome regions. As climate change
and other threatening processes increase in rate and scale, eco-evo PVAs will become essential research tools
to evaluate the effects of adaptive potential, evolutionary rescue, and locally adapted traits on persistence.
Keywords: adaptation, eco-evolutionary dynamics, extinction risk, genomics, inbreeding, individual-based
model, outbreeding, population viability analysis, PVA
Incorporación de Procesos Evolutivos en Modelos de Viabilidad de Población

Resumen: Examinamos cómo los procesos ecológicos y evolutivos (eco-evo) en la dinámica de poblaciones
podrı́an incorporarse mejor al análisis de viabilidad poblacional (AVP). Los avances complementarios en la
computación y la genómica de poblaciones pueden combinarse en un AVP eco-evo para brindar estrategias
nuevas y poderosas para entender la influencia de los procesos evolutivos sobre la influencia la persistencia
poblacional. Desarrollamos la base mecánica de un AVP eco-evo usando modelos con base en individuos
junto con rastreo de genotipo a nivel de individuo y mapeo dinámico de genotipo y fenotipo para modelar
los efectos emergentes a nivel poblacional, como la adaptación local y el rescate genético. Después delineamos
cómo la genómica puede permitir o mejorar la estimación de parámetros para modelos de AVP eco-evo
al proporcionar información genotı́pica en grandes números de loci para regiones genómicas neutrales y
funcionales. Conforme incrementan en tasa y escala el cambio climático y otros procesos amenazantes,
los AVP eco-evo se volverán herramientas esenciales de investigación para evaluar los efectos del potencial
adaptativo, el rescate evolutivo y las caracterı́sticas de persistencia adaptadas localmente.
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Introduction

A realistic integration of demography and population genetics, applicable to species in natural environments, is a
formidable task that has enticed but largely eluded ecologists and evolutionary biologists.
Lande 1988

Building on the concepts of extinction vortices envisioned by Gilpin and Soulé (1986), Lande (1988) concluded his influential review by emphasizing the need
to understand the interaction between demographic
and genetic factors on extinction of small populations.
More than 25 years later, evolutionary processes are
poorly integrated into most models of population viability (i.e., PVA) (Allendorf & Ryman 2002; Reed et al.
2002; Jamieson & Allendorf 2012). In a recent search
on Web of Science (April 2014), we found that <15%
(124/841) of studies that included “population viability
analysis or PVA” also included “genet∗ ” (where ∗ stands
for any characters) and that many of these did not include
genetic processes in their PVA (e.g., Blakesley et al. 2010;
Meyer et al. 2014; Olsen et al. 2014). Inbreeding depression, the negative fitness consequences of inbreeding,
is the primary genetic process incorporated in PVAs,
but it has been included in only 60% of models (Traill
et al. 2007). The commonly used stochastic simulation
program Vortex (Lacy 1993) models inbreeding depression and change in genetic composition through differential reproductive and survival rates of affected individuals
depending upon the genetic load. Most PVAs that included inbreeding depression applied the default Vortex
value of 3.14 lethal equivalents (e.g., Aguiar et al. 2010;
Eduardo et al. 2012; Zeigler et al. 2013), despite a metaanalysis (O’Grady et al. 2006) reporting an average of 12
lethal equivalents (but see Mitchell et al. 2010). Lack of
genetic processes in most PVAs reduces their ability to
assess how threats affect the evolutionary potential of
species to adapt to environmental change.
Recent studies show that evolutionary processes can
play decisive roles in extinction risk in a variety of contexts (Palstra & Ruzzante 2008; Chevin et al. 2010; Ellner
et al. 2011). Microevolutionary change occurs through
eco-evolutionary feedback between genotypes and phenotypes (Pelletier et al. 2009; Lankau & Strauss 2011).
Shifting environmental conditions can result in microevolutionary changes in wild populations occurring at a
much faster pace than previously imagined (Hoffmann
& Sgrò 2011). Evolutionary rescue might ensure population persistence over short time frames by reversing
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demographic threats caused by environmental stress
(Gonzalez et al. 2013). In particular, the capacity of
species to adapt to climate change, habitat destruction
and fragmentation, introduced diseases, and invasive
species will reduce extinction risk for many species.
Two recent advances provide an important opportunity to measure and incorporate the processes of microevolutionary change into PVA models. First, increased
computing power and analytical developments support
individual-based models (IBMs) of greater complexity
(Grimm et al. 2005; Ligtenberg et al. 2010). Second, new
genomic technologies and associated bioinformatic data
processing are revolutionizing the detection and screening of genome-wide genetic variation and, perhaps more
importantly, knowledge of the genomic basis of fitness
(Allendorf et al. 2010; Ekblom & Galindo 2011; Harrisson
et al. 2014).
We developed the mechanistic basis of a PVA model
that integrates demographic and evolutionary processes,
which we call an eco-evo PVA based on similarities with
approaches used to understand the dynamics of ecological traits in populations through evolutionary feedback
loops (Pelletier et al. 2009; Schoener 2011). We then
outline emerging opportunities afforded by genomics to
estimate model parameters. Although many parameters
are still difficult to estimate for wild populations, now
is the time for forward-looking approaches that can direct conservation genomics research toward elucidation
of these processes for parameter estimation in tractable
systems. We conclude with useful ways eco-evo PVAs can
be used in conservation.

Incorporating Eco-Evolutionary Processes in PVAs
Inbreeding (Vander Wal et al. 2012), outbreeding
(Frankham et al. 2011), hybridization (Luquet et al. 2011),
selection, and adaptation (Hohenlohe et al. 2010) are
central influences on evolutionary processes affecting
population persistence (Table 1). Early researchers used
effective population size (Ne ) to assess genetic population viability and evolutionary potential (Frankel & Soulé
1981; Reed et al. 1988; Nunney & Elam 1994). Modeling
efforts evolved from comparing genetic and demographic
estimates of viability based on separate models (Kinnaird
& O’Brien 1991) to incorporating inbreeding depression
in a demographic PVA with recessive lethal equivalents
(Lindenmayer et al. 1993). Around the same time, Lynch
and Lande (1993) developed a theoretical quantitative
genetic model of population persistence. Since then,
the complexity of both genetic and demographic models has increased, resulting in demographic PVAs that
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Table 1. Incorporating eco-evolutionary processes into PVA.
Process
Inbreeding

Selection
and adaptation

Outbreeding
Hybridization
a The
b The

Model parameter

Metric

inbreeding levels
ploidy
mating system

F
karyotype
outcrossing rates, multiple paternity

inbreeding depression
susceptibility to purging

lethal equivalents (LE), deleterious
alleles
proportion LE lethal, fitness distributions

current genetic fitness
selective gradients (G∗ E)a

selection coefficients
selection coefficients

adaptive potential

evolutionary change (actual or potential)

quantitative traits
outbreeding levels
fitness consequences

narrow-sense h2b
F, introgression
fitness distributions

hybridization levels
fitness consequences

admixture score
fitness distributions

Method of estimation
pedigree, estimates from heterozygosity
chromosome counts
parentage analysis, variance in
reproductive success
breeding experiments, genomic
estimates
breeding experiments, genomic
estimates
fitnesses of phenotypes
fitnesses of phenotypes in different
environments
evolution experiments, genomic
estimates
half-sib or parent–offspring correlations
molecular estimates
fitness experiments or measurements,
genomic estimates
molecular estimates
fitness experiments or measurements

G∗ E interaction is genotype by environment.
h2 is heritability.

include some genetic processes. For example, Carroll
et al. (2014) used wolf pedigrees to incorporate the effect
of genetic connectivity on population persistence, and
Hostetler et al. (2013) used data on genetic lineage to
determine the impact of genetic rescue on population
persistence of panthers.
Recent studies have integrated ecological and evolutionary processes to evaluate the effects of environmental
perturbations on extinction risk (e.g., Willi & Hoffmann
2009; Robert 2011; Piou & Prévost 2012). For example,
Dunlop et al. (2007) and Kuparinen and Hutchings (2012)
examined different aspects of fisheries-induced evolution
on fish populations, whereas Reed et al. (2011) evaluated
the evolutionary potential of salmon to adapt to changing climate. Frank and Baret (2013) developed a spatially
explicit IBM (SIBM) that incorporated demographic, genetic, and environmental data to examine barriers to upstream migration and stocking of hatchery fish. These
examples show how integrating ecological and evolutionary processes in PVAs can address the challenge of population projection under changing environmental conditions, particularly when rapid environmental change may
require relatively short-term evolutionary rescue.
We believe integrating evolutionary processes dynamically into PVA models through interactions within and
between genetics and demography can best be done
using SIBMs, such as HexSim (http://www.hexsim.net),
Rangeshifter (Bocedi et al. 2014), and MetaModel (Lacy
et al. 2013), which allows Vortex to link with other
programs. These SIBMs combine set relationships between genotype, fitness, phenotype, and environment

and track individuals (and their genotypes and phenotypes) through time and space. Integral-projection models, which are matrix models that track phenotypes and
can examine eco-evolutionary dynamics (Coulson et al.
2010; Rees et al. 2014), do not track the identity of individuals. They also are not capable of addressing spatially complex conservation issues, which limits their
applicability to model habitat loss, fragmentation, and
spatially explicit movements. For instance, the evolution
of dispersal behavior displays eco-evolutionary dynamics
that can be directly modeled with SIBMs (Delgado et al.
2014). However, incorporating evolutionary processes
into integral-projection models is an emerging area of
research (Coulson et al. 2010).
We devised a mechanistic framework for incorporating
the major eco-evolutionary processes into PVA (Fig. 1)
in which 6 steps are used to model genetic attributes
in combination with demographic processes usually incorporated in PVA (Table 2). A seventh and important
step—model validation—is not explicitly treated here because it is similar to approaches discussed by others (Ralls
et al. 2002; Preuss et al. 2009; Grimm & Railsback 2012).
Each step presents nontrivial tasks of estimating appropriate genetic parameters (Table 1), and we acknowledge
that such parameters are available for only few species.
But, we anticipate the development of genetic attributes
for functional groups of species that will allow generalizations for incorporating genetic data into PVAs. Our
hope is that this mechanistic pathway will direct research
to improve parameterization of these steps and that
genomics will present opportunities for doing so.
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Figure 1. A mechanistic
framework for
parameterizing
evolutionary processes in
an individually-based
eco-evo population viability
analysis (B, birth rates; E,
environment; f, inbreeding
coefficient; S, survival
rates). Details of the process
for each step are in the text.

Step 1
Assign genotypes to individuals based on initial allele
frequencies for the portion of the genome simulated.
Genotypes assigned to the first generation of individuals in the simulation represent the population’s starting
point in genotypic space. Ideally, an initial distribution
of allele frequencies for each modeled trait locus can be
estimated from genetic marker-based data sets to reflect
a biologically realistic distribution for a trait of known
type and individual genotypes can be assigned based on
these distributions. When data are insufficient, a biologically realistic distribution for a known trait type could be
used. For example, genes involved in self-incompatibility
in plants experience frequency-dependent selection and
should have a relatively uniform distribution at equilibrium (Wright 1939). When initial allele frequencies are
unavailable, a sensitivity analysis on genetic input parameters can determine the influence of initial parameters on
model outcomes.
Step 2
Assign fitness to alleles or genotypes conditional upon
environment. The relative fitness effects of alleles or
genotypes should be defined for each locus. This is a
substantial task. Recessive lethals are an extreme and
relatively simple example of how fitness can be assigned
to an allele. More generally, fitness differences can be
modeled directly by attributing differential survival or
reproduction to alleles according to a frequency distribution (empirically or theoretically derived). This could
be done indirectly by assigning phenotypic attributes
to alleles (e.g., growth rate) that mechanistically affect
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fitness (e.g., survival dependent on size) of individuals.
Quantitative traits, where many genes may have a small
effect, can be modeled by assigning fitness attributes to
different combinations of alleles at multiple loci.
Allele- or genotype-specific fitness often varies across
environments, which is called genotype-by-environment
interactions. For example, local adaptation is typically the
result of certain alleles or genotypes having higher fitness
in their local environment compared with a distant environment (Anderson et al. 2011). Directional selection
can be modeled in relation to environmental variation
if it is possible to define either environment-specific allele fitness distributions for patchy environments or functions capturing allelic fitness across continuously varying
environments.
Step 3
Specify dominance and epistatic relationships among alleles. Accurate representation of genotype–phenotype relationships requires defining interactions among alleles.
Specifying the dominance relationships among alleles at
a locus under selection is essential for modeling realistic
shifts in the frequency distribution of alleles due to selective pressures. For example, selection can act much faster
on a rare dominant allele compared with a rare recessive
allele because recessive alleles must be homozygous to
affect an individual’s fitness. Dominance relationships are
particularly important in the case of inbreeding depression, where the degree and pattern of allelic dominance
in relation to fitness determines the likelihood of purging
of genetic load (in concert with the distribution of the
size of effects of deleterious alleles, population size, and
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Table 2. Data required for the dominant types of demographic models used in population viability analysis: stochastic single-population (SSP),
metapopulation (meta), and spatially explicit individual-based model (SIBM).
Data type
Demographic

Landscape

Dispersal

Genetic

Data needs

SSP

age or stage structure
age of first breeding
mean fecundity for ages or stages
mean survival/transition for ages or stages
number of individuals per age or stage
variance in fecundity
variance in survival
carrying capacity and density dependence
variance in carrying capacity
frequency and magnitude of catastrophes
covariance in demographic rates
spatial covariance in rates
patch types
distance between patches
area of patches
location of patches
transitions among patch types
matrix types
number dispersing
age class and timing of dispersal
density dependent or independent dispersal
dispersal-related mortality
number immigrating
movement rules
number of lethal equivalents
proportion of IBDc due to recessive lethals

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Model typea
Meta
x
x
P
P
P
x
x
P
x
x
x
P
x
x
x

P
x
x
x
P
x
x

x
x

SIBM

GEb

x
x
P
P
P
x
x
P
x
x
x
P
x
x
x
x
x
x
P
x
x
x
P
x
x
x

i
PA
PA
i
i
PA
i
i
i

AT
AT
AT,i
AT,i
AT
AT,i
G
G

Adapted from Beissinger and Westphal (1998).
a Abbreviations: x, data must be estimated for the population as a whole; P, data ideally required to be estimated on a per patch basis.
b Abbreviations: GE, indicates how genomics and molecular ecology can contribute to parameter estimation; i, requires repeated sampling
by noninvasive methods; PA, parentage analysis; AT, assignment tests; G, likely possible by genomics if combined with breeding studies for
calibration.
c Identity by descent.
[Correction added after online publication on December 11, 2014: Formatting for Table 2 entries updated.]

selection regimes). Heterozygote advantage (overdominance) can be specified by assigning a higher fitness to
individuals that are heterozygous at particular loci.
Epistasis results from the interaction of multiple loci
on an expressed trait, such as one gene enhancing the
expression of another (Phillips 2008). Inbreeding and
outbreeding depression can be affected by epistatic interactions among loci, although their role has traditionally
been underestimated (Carr & Dudash 2003). For example, epistatic interactions can arise from adaptation to
different local environmental conditions, and disruption
after interpopulation crossing can cause outbreeding depression (Allendorf et al. 2013).
Step 4
Calculate realized fitness of individuals based on steps 2
and 3. The realized fitness of individuals is treated as an
emergent property and is calculated by combining the
genetic and environmental contributions to fitness from
steps 2 and 3. Mates are located and chosen and rules
associated with (dis)assortative mating applied. Each

individual has a multilocus genotype and fitness based on
dominance relationships among alleles, relative fitness of
alleles, epistasis among loci, and interactions with environment. The individual’s reproductive success, survival,
and other metrics of annual fitness emerge from these
properties interacting with other stochastic processes
(e.g., demographic, environmental) modeled.
Step 5
Create and assign new multilocus genotypes to offspring
by applying reproductive, recombination, and mutation
rules.
New offspring from step 4 are created by reproduction,
and then segregation, recombination, and mutation rules
are applied to assign multilocus genotypes acquired from
parents.
Step 6
Repeat steps 4 and 5 depending upon the model’s projection interval and projected time span until the end
of simulation and examine model outputs. Population
Conservation Biology
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viability models often project populations on an annual
time step, but they can be constructed with shorter or
longer time steps to model the organism of concern. Projections of 50–100 years in the future are common, but
longer time spans may be required for eco-evo PVAs aiming to determine equilibrium conditions for evolutionary
processes occurring over generations. There is a tradeoff between the desire to produce long-term estimates
of population viability and the propagation of errors
and increased stochastic variance with each time step
(Beissinger & Westphal 1998). Useful outputs from an
eco-evo PVA could include lifetime reproductive success,
population size (census and effective), genotypes (for
genetic analysis with other software such as Arlequin),
levels of heterozygosity for neutral and adaptive loci,
allelic richness (A), inbreeding coefficients (F), and
genetic variance (V) among others.
Evolutionary genetic processes such as genetic drift,
gene flow, inbreeding depression, outbreeding depression, and adaptation are emergent properties of the IBM
modeling framework (Fig. 1). These processes emerge
from the mating of individuals and their survival, depending on their genotypes, the environment they inhabit, dominance, and epistasis. For example, adaptation
emerges when individuals have an allele that results in
differential fitness based on a phenotype or population
origin. Inbreeding depression emerges when alleles designated as recessive and deleterious are homozygous in
individuals and reduce fitness. Outbreeding depression
emerges when an individual has an allele adapted to a
different location that produces reduced fitness in its
current location. These examples are just a few ways
eco-evolutionary processes emerge from SIBMs, which
provide power to flexibly and mechanistically project
populations in space and time.

Estimating Eco-Evolutionary Parameters for PVAs
A major limitation to incorporating evolutionary processes into PVA models has been the difficulty of estimating model input parameters, especially for nonmodel
species. Recent reviews of conservation genetics have
outlined potential ways genomics can improve understanding of ecological and evolutionary population processes in nonmodel species (e.g., Allendorf et al. 2010;
Ekblom & Galindo 2011; Harrisson et al. 2014). Our intent
is not to further review how genomics may create new
possibilities, but to highlight a few important areas of
research that show promise for estimating key evolutionary processes and their effects on population viability
(Tables 1 & 2). Challenges, such as a lack of reference
genome for nonmodel species or limited understanding
of how past population history influences parameters,
may need to be overcome for many of these methods.
Our goal is to stimulate discussion around promising
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areas of research in conservation genomics to understand
and attain estimates of these parameters, concentrating
on 3 areas of key concern to conservation geneticists.
Inbreeding and Inbreeding Depression
Inbreeding depression arises when an inbred mating increases homozygosity and causes the expression of harmful recessive or partially recessive alleles that otherwise
would not have affected the phenotype. Inbreeding depression leads to the loss of favorable genetic combinations that may occur within and among loci. Genomics
may improve estimates of the genetic architecture of inbreeding depression and uncover the kinds of genes that
cause it. For example, genome-wide screening of Pacific
oysters (Crassostrea gigas) revealed 14–15 viability loci
within 2 families that accounted for 96% of mortality.
Loci were generally recessive or partially recessive, and
there was no evidence of epistasis (Plough & Hedgecock
2011). Compilations of such studies should lead to useful
generalities for application in cases where no data are
available.
Parameterizing inbreeding depression requires estimates of inbreeding. A promising new estimator of
individual inbreeding coefficient (FROH ) uses runs of
homozygosity (ROH, regions of the genome that are homozygous due to shared ancestry). This measure reflects
shared ancestry over considerable periods, retains variation even in large populations, and can be examined
for different genome regions (Keller et al. 2011). These
methods are being extended to examine the relationship
between FROH and quantitative traits as a means to predict
inbreeding depression (McQuillan et al. 2012). Limitations of these approaches, including the influence of different demographic histories and selection, are currently
being tested in humans and domestic animals (Silió et al.
2013; Power et al. 2014).
Complementary approaches to understand the fitness
consequences of individual genetic variation employ estimators of genome-wide heterozygosity keyed to fitness
attributes (HFCs, heterozygosity-fitness correlations).
Candidate suitable genomic approaches include restriction site–associated DNA (RAD), which does not require
a reference genome. This method was recently validated
on oldfield mice (Peromyscus polionotus) with a known
pedigree and then successfully applied to a natural population of harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) (Hoffmann et al.
2014). However, there is still much to be done to understand the relationship between HFCs and inbreeding
depression (Kardos et al. 2014).
Evolutionary Potential, Selection, and Adaptation
Evolutionary potential, the spatial distribution of functional or adaptive genetic diversity, will be a decisive
factor in determining the persistence of many organisms
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under environmental change (Sgrò et al. 2011). Numerous studies have tested for genomic signals of selection in
model and nonmodel organisms (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2009;
Zhao et al. 2012; Grossman et al. 2013). Discovering
markers under selection and the genomic architecture
of adaptation is complex due to the interacting effects
of population history, polygenic control of phenotypes
with weak selection, different modes of selection, and the
difficulty of identifying an appropriate null model (Coop
et al. 2009).
Quantitative genetic approaches can be used to estimate additive genetic variation (correlated with evolutionary potential) for fitness traits. However, this method
has been used rarely for wild populations because it
is time-consuming, requires information on relatedness
among individuals, and needs large sample sizes to
achieve adequate precision (but see DiBattista et al.
2009). Furthermore, alleles that are beneficial in one
environment are often deleterious in another. More commonly, neutral genetic variation is used to infer adaptive
genetic variation, even though it may be a poor surrogate
when applied to few markers (Reed & Frankham 2001).
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are a common approach when seeking correlations between patterns of genetic variation and phenotypic traits. These
studies have identified loci associated with key traits,
such as migratory behavior (a quantitative trait) in
rainbow and steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss;
Hecht et al. 2012), and climate-adapted phenotypes,
such as variance in bud-set and cold-hardiness in Sitka
spruce (Picea sitchensis) (Holliday et al. 2010). To relate
genomic variation to future evolution, the recent measure environmental relevance, which assesses how much
variation is explained by environmental variables after
accounting for population structure, is worthy of evaluation (Lee & Mitchell-Olds 2012).
Although genomics is adding our knowledge of the
mechanisms of adaptation (Grossman et al. 2013), converting new insights into parameter estimates for PVA is
likely to be incremental. We advocate cyclic synthesis of
information, hypothesis formation and empirical tests by
genomic monitoring of natural populations, and experimental evolution (Kawecki et al. 2012).
Outbreeding Depression and Hybridization
Outbreeding depression is a consequence of gene flow
(outbreeding) between different genetically diverged
populations within species. It is associated with fixed
chromosomal differences, long divergence times, coadapted gene complexes, and substantial differences in environmental adaptation (Frankham et al. 2011).
Chromosomal rearrangements are detectable by pairend genome sequencing, and genomics approaches are
particularly powerful when combined with cytogenetics
(Allendorf et al. 2010). New approaches based on shared
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haplotype lengths can estimate the timing and amount
of admixture, change in population size, and divergence
times over a range of time scales (Harris & Nielsen 2013).
Genomics also affords the potential to identify loci that
mediate adaptation to local conditions (Steiner et al.
2013), where the risk of outbreeding depression would
be elevated (Frankham et al. 2011).
Hybridization leading to taxonomic swamping may be
a concern when different species come into contact
through introductions and habitat disturbance. Genomic
approaches can improve detection of hybridization if
many loci are used and the linkage relationships of these
loci are known (Hohenlohe et al. 2011).

Engaging Eco-Evo PVAs in Conservation Decisions
Eco-evo PVAs are likely to become important tools for
conservation decision making in our rapidly changing
world. The inclusion of evolutionary processes in population projections, such as adaptation and evolutionary
rescue (Franks & Hoffmann 2012), will be necessary to
adequately model population dynamics and may provide
more realistic and optimistic outlooks for species than
PVAs that model the effects of global warming and other
threats in the absence of eco-evolutionary change. As
flexibility in SIBM software increases and the genomics
revolution unrolls, eco-evo PVAs could become a more
realistic goal of recovery programs for threatened and
conservation-dependent species.
The reality of limited funding for conservation requires
consideration of when adding genetic processes to PVAs
is cost-effective. Generally, populations with high susceptibility to genetic impacts on viability have a small current Ne , have recently declined from a historically large
population size, are fragmented with low gene flow, are
metapopulations with high rates of population extinction, or have self-incompatibility systems, a sex locus,
or strong inbreeding avoidance systems. Such species
could be given high priority for the development of ecoevo PVAs. Alternatively, species with comparatively low
susceptibility to genetic impacts on population viability
would have at least some of the following characteristics:
history of small Ne, large current Ne , strictly asexual reproduction, high rates of selfing, haplodiploid, or polyploidy.
Eco-evo PVAs still embody the shortcomings and
caveats of current PVA models (Beissinger & Westphal
1998; Akçakaya 2000; Morris & Doak 2002). The increased model complexity and number of parameters
in an eco-evo PVA will be associated with increased
uncertainty in model outputs, even if compensated by
greater realism. Thus, caution is needed in the interpretation of model results, especially in the early phases of
evolutionary parameter estimation, because uncertainty
around estimates will likely be unknown. We recommend
the focus remain on PVAs as decision-support tools for
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evaluating relative differences among scenarios such as
competing management options or the roles of different
processes, for sensitivity analyses to compare the relative
importance of data inputs and processes, and for informing research agendas (Reed et al. 2002).
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